Disinfect residential air with the Eliminator RPT™ Series of UV Germicidal Lamps

Easy to install • Guaranteed replacement lamp business

The Eliminator RPT™ Series lamps from American Ultraviolet Company are easy to install, efficient, and economical to operate. Because of the patent pending lamp design, they also guarantee customers will turn to you for replacement lamps.

Eliminator RPT Series lamps irradiate cooling coils and air streams inside ductwork, so mold and bacteria never have the chance to gather and disperse. The Eliminator RPT Series features exclusive, externally accessible, RPT high output lamps that plug directly into existing receptacles near your HVAC unit. These high output lamps provide twice the output of standard UVC lamps and are the easiest to replace in the industry - no tools needed and no need to remove panels. Sure Seal connectors also contribute to fast and easy ballast replacement.

Eliminator RPT Series Standard Features:

- 254nm UV-C energy to reduce, or eliminate, DNA-based airborne contaminants (bacteria, viruses, mold spores, yeast and protozoa)
- 12,000 hour lamp life (approximately 1 year)
- Ships complete with mounting bracket, hardware and instructions
- 120V operation with plug-in power pack
- High output UVC lamp
- 14” lamp length (16”, 20”, and 24” lengths are available)
- Patent pending RPT lamp design
- Easiest to replace lamps in industry (external access/no tools)
- 5-year warranty on ballast

Ask about our optional UV-emitting shatterproof coating, which provides an additional level of security and can be used with all American Ultraviolet Company UV-C systems. If broken, these lamps retain all fragments of quartz and mercury within the sleeve and maintain the sterility of the HVAC environment.

Ask about 24V, 14”, standard output lamp option if 120V receptacle is not available
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Residential HVAC Systems from American Ultraviolet Company also include:

Eliminator 14/24™ Internal Mount System
The Eliminator 14/24™ is ideal for use when a 120V receptacle is not available, as it runs off existing 24V power inside the HVAC system.
- Easy to install inside furnace
- Lamp change is easy upon removal of access panel
- 24V; 50/60 hertz, universal operation
- 14” lamp
- Moisture-resistant design

Odor Guard Deodorizing System
The Odor Guard provides consumers with a quick, easy and inexpensive way to eliminate unwelcome odors anywhere in their home or indoor workspace.
- True odor elimination
- Low, economical price
- 24-hour, 9-month, easy-to change lamp
- No filters, scent cartridges or collector plates
- Plugs into standard 120V outlets

Sapphire™ Air Purification System
When you simply want the look, and durability, of stainless steel, trust the Sapphire to safely irradiate coils and air streams inside HVAC systems.
- High output UVC lamps
- Single and dual-lamp designs
- 120V
- External mount for easy lamp replacement
- 14”, 16”, 20” and 24” lamp lengths
- Ships complete with mounting bracket, hardware and instructions

In addition to providing reliable ultraviolet sterilization products for homes, since 1960, American Ultraviolet Company has manufactured ultraviolet systems for hospitals, laboratories, clean rooms, doctors’ offices, commercial buildings and food processing plants – any place a concern for clean air exists. American Ultraviolet Company is the clear leader in UV technology, and remains committed to providing the highest quality equipment at a fair price.